King Stephen And The Anarchy Civil War And
Military Tactics In Twelfth Century Britain
When people should go to the book stores, search opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really
problematic. This is why we offer the ebook compilations in this website. It will completely ease you
to look guide King Stephen And The Anarchy Civil War And Military Tactics In Twelfth
Century Britain as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net connections. If
you point to download and install the King Stephen And The Anarchy Civil War And Military Tactics
In Twelfth Century Britain , it is definitely easy then, since currently we extend the partner to buy
and make bargains to download and install King Stephen And The Anarchy Civil War And Military
Tactics In Twelfth Century Britain so simple!

Stephen and Matilda - Jim Bradbury 1996
An account of the civil war that dominated
Stephen's reign which suggests that there were
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really two separate wars: the war for Matilda's
succession, which began in 1139 and ended in
1148, and the war for Henry's succession. Both
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wars are examined in detail through the various
campaigns giving insight into the horrors of
twelfth-century war.
The History of the Renaissance World: From the
Rediscovery of Aristotle to the Conquest of
Constantinople - Susan Wise Bauer 2013-09-23
A chronicle of the years between 1100 and 1453
describes the Crusades, the Inquisition, the
emergence of the Ottomans, the rise of the
Mongols, and the invention of new currencies,
weapons, and schools of thought.
The White Ship: Conquest, Anarchy and the
Wrecking of Henry I’s Dream - Charles
Spencer 2020-09-17
THE #2 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER ‘As
gripping as any thriller. History doesn't get any
better than this’ BILL BRYSON ’A brilliant read
... Game of Thrones but in the real world’
ANTHONY HOROWITZ
Besieged and Betrothed - Jenni Fletcher
2017-12-01
Bound to her enemy Ruthless warrior Lothar the
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Frank has laid siege to Castle Haword, but
there’s a fiery redhead in his way—and she’s not
backing down! More tomboy than trembling
maiden, Lady Juliana Danville would rather die
than lose the castle. When she’s caught on
opposite sides of a war, a marriage bargain is
brokered to bring peace. But is blissful married
life possible when Juliana has a dangerous secret
hidden within the castle walls?
Historia Novella - Guillaume de Malmesbury
1998
The Historia Novella is a key source for the
succession dispute between King Stephen and
the Empress Matilda which brought England to
civil war in the twelfth century. William of
Malmesbury was the doyen of the historians of
his day. His account of the main events of the
years 1126 to 1142,to some of which he was an
eyewitness, is sympathetic to the empress's
cause, but not uncritical of her. Edmund King
offers a complete revision of K. R. Potter's
edition of 1955, retaining only the translation,
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which has been amended in places. Not only is
this a new edition but it offers a new text,
arguing that what have earlier been seen as
William of Malmesbury's final revisions are not
from hishand. Rather they seem to come from
somewhere in the circle of Robert of Gloucester,
the empress's half-brother, to whom the work is
dedicated. In this way the work raises important
questions concerning the transmission of
medieval texts.
Autumn in the Heavenly Kingdom - Stephen R.
Platt 2012
Traces the revolution led by a failed civil
servant, citing the roles played by the United
States and Britain as well as the contributions of
such figures as military strategist Zeng Guofan
and Taiping leader Hong Rengan.
Witchcraft, Witch-hunting, and Politics in
Early Modern England - Peter Elmer 2016
A wide-ranging overview of the place of
witchcraft and witch-hunting in the broader
culture of early modern England. Based on a
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mass of new evidence extracted from a range of
archives, both local and national, it seeks to
relate the rise and decline of belief in witchcraft,
alongside the legal prosecution of witches, to the
wider political culture of the period. Building on
the seminal work of scholars such as Stuart
Clark, Ian Bostridge, and Jonathan Barry, it
demonstrates how learned discussion of
witchcraft, as well as the trials of those
suspected of the crime, were shaped by religious
and political imperatives in that period.
The Anarchy - Charles River 2020-08-15
*Includes pictures *Includes a bibliography for
further reading "We, conquered by William, have
liberated the Conqueror's land." So reads the
memorial to the British war dead at Bayeaux,
Normandy. Commemorating those who gave
their lives to free France in 1944, it also serves
to remind us of an earlier conflict. For the
English, the Norman conquest remains deeply
embedded in the national psyche. As the last
contested military invasion to have succeeded in
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conquering this proud island nation, the date of
1066 is the one every citizen can remember. For
them, William will forever be the "Conqueror",
the last invader to beat them in an open fight.
For others, notably the French, he is the
"Bastard", a reference not only to his lineage.
William's conquest of the island arguably made
him the most important figure in shaping the
course of English history, but modern
caricatures of this vitally important medieval
figure are largely based on ignorance. William is
a fascinating and complex figure, in many ways
the quintessential warrior king of this period.
Inheriting the Duchy of Normandy while still an
infant and forced to fight for his domain almost
ceaselessly during his early years, William went
on to conquer and rule England, five times
larger and three times wealthier. In doing so, he
demonstrated sophisticated political and
diplomatic skill, military prowess and
administrative acumen. Although he lived by the
sword, he was a devout man who had only one
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

wife, to whom he remained faithful. William is
one of history's most famous conquerors, but the
efforts to consolidate his rule in England were
complicated from the start, both due to external
enemies and those jockeying for his position
while he was still alive. William ultimately
decided to split Normandy and England. His son
Robert, still in open revolt, would nonetheless
inherit Normandy, while the next in line, his
second son William, would rule England. The
two states that William left behind were hardly
united or at peace. Soon after his death, Odo
conspired with Robert to oust his brother from
the English throne and re-establish a united
state, but the revolt failed, and King William
"Rufus" II would rule England until his
suspicious death in 1100. His younger brother
Henry inherited the throne, and in 1106 he
imprisoned Robert after their sibling battle at
Tinchebray had achieved unity once more, but
any political unity would not last long. Today,
"The Anarchy" is used to describe the period in
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English history from the death of Henry I in
1135 to the Treaty of Winchester signed by King
Stephen and his successor Henry II in 1153.
Despite the name, it was an episode of civil war
rather than of lawlessness and is interesting for
a number of reasons, not the least of which is
that it was the first time in English history that a
woman claimed the throne of England in her
own right. It occurred after the death of the last
Norman king of England and laid the grounds
for a distinctively English monarchy as opposed
to a Norman colony. This bloody era provides a
fascinating glimpse into the lives, characters,
and power struggles of the Norman-French
nobility who had conquered England less than
100 years prior. Even as unrest and violence
followed William the Conqueror's campaign, the
two cultures slowly merged with each other,
from modes of dress to language and political
outlook. England, first under the Normans and
then the Plantagenets, began to emerge as a
powerful nation in its own right, rather than a
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

divided and somewhat barbarous island off the
coast of Europe, and it had an unmistakably
French shading to its culture. Thus, whereas at
the beginning of the struggle, England was little
more than a territory of mediocre importance, by
the end of the 12th century it was reunified and
had the makings of a major European power.
Battles of Ancient China - Chris Peers
2013-10-09
In the field of military history as in so many
others, the Chinese have often been both
admired and seen as something utterly
mysterious and inscrutable. Chris Peers
illuminates the evolution of the military art in
China with reference to ten battles, spanning
more than 2,000 years, from the Battle of Mu in
1027BC to the Fall of Chung Tu in 1215 AD.
Selected both for their historical importance and
for the light which they shed on weapons and
tactics, the author uses these examples to
discuss the many myths still current in the West
about ancient Chinese warfare: for example that
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the Chinese were an unwarlike people, always
preferring subterfuge over the use of force; or
that they were essentially defensive minded,
relying on works such as the Great Wall. On the
other hand, a recent reaction to this dismissive
attitude portrays China as technologically far in
advance of the West. Battles of Ancient China
shows that none of these stereotypes are
accurate. Comparison with contemporary
Western practice is a major theme of the book
which adds a new perspective not developed in
the author's previous works on the subject.
The Norman Conquest - Marc Morris
2022-09-13
A riveting and authoritative history of the single
most important event in English history: The
Norman Conquest. An upstart French duke who
sets out to conquer the most powerful and
unified kingdom in Christendom. An invasion
force on a scale not seen since the days of the
Romans. One of the bloodiest and most decisive
battles ever fought. This new history explains
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

why the Norman Conquest was the most
significant cultural and military episode in
English history. Assessing the original evidence
at every turn, Marc Morris goes beyond the
familiar outline to explain why England was at
once so powerful and yet so vulnerable to
William the Conqueror’s attack. Morris writes
with passion, verve, and scrupulous concern for
historical accuracy. This is the definitive account
for our times of an extraordinary story, indeed
the pivotal moment in the shaping of the English
nation.
Royal Witches - Gemma Hollman 2019-10-07
'An important and timely book' - Philippa
Gregory. Joan of Navarre was the richest woman
in the land, at a time when war-torn England
was penniless. Eleanor Cobham was the wife of
a weak king’s uncle – and her husband was
about to fall from grace. Jacquetta Woodville
was a personal enemy of Warwick the
Kingmaker, who was about to take his revenge.
Elizabeth Woodville was the widowed mother of
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a child king, fighting Richard III for her
children’s lives. In Royal Witches, Gemma
Hollman explores the lives of these four unique
women, looking at how rumours of witchcraft
brought them to their knees in a time when
superstition and suspicion was rife.
The Earl, the Kings, and the Chronicler - Robert
B. Patterson 2019-01-24
The Earl, The Kings, And The Chronicler is the
first full length biography of Robert
(c.1088-1147), grandson of William the
Conqueror and eldest son of King Henry I of
England (1100-35), who could not succeed his
father because he was a bastard. Instead, as the
earl of Gloucester, he helped change the course
of English history by keeping alive the prospects
for an Angevin succession through his leadership
of its supporters against his father's successor,
King Stephen (1135-54) in the civil war known
as the Anarchy. Robert of Gloucester is one of
the great figures of Anglo-Norman history
(1066-1154). He occupies important niches in
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

the era's literature, from comprehensive political
studies of Henry I's and Stephen's reigns and an
array of specialized fields to the 'Brother
Cadfael' novels of Ellis Peters. Gloucester was
one of only three landed super-magnates of his
day, a model post-Conquest great baron,
Marcher lord, borough developer, and patron of
the rising merchant class. His trans-Channel
barony stretched from western Lower Normandy
across England to south Wales. Robert was both
a product and a significant agent of the
contemporary cultural revival known as the
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century, being bilingual, well educated, and a significant literary
patron. In this last role he is especially notable
for commissioning the greatest English historian
since Bede, William of Malmesbury, to produce a
history of their times which justified the empress
Matilda's claim to the English throne and Earl
Robert's support of it.
The Siege of Loyalty House - Jessie Childs
2022-05-19
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'Extraordinary, thrilling, immersive ... at times
almost Tolstoyan in its emotional intelligence
and literary power' Simon Schama 'Compellingly
readable... [a] beautifully written and lucid
account' Mail on Sunday __________ It was a time
of climate change and colonialism, puritans and
populism, witch hunts and war. A greater
proportion of the British population died in the
civil wars of the seventeenth century than in the
world wars of the twentieth. Jessie Childs
recovers the shock of this conflict by plunging us
into one of its most extraordinary episodes: the
siege of Basing House. To the parliamentarians,
the royalist stronghold was the devil's seat. Its
defenders called it Loyalty House. We follow
artists, apothecaries, merchants and their
families from the revolutionary streets of London
to the Marquess of Winchester's mist-shrouded
mansion. Over two years, they are battered,
bombarded, starved and gassed. From within
they face smallpox, spies and mutiny. Their
resistance becomes legendary, but in October
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

1645, Oliver Cromwell rolls in the heavy guns
and they prepare for a last stand. Drawing on
unpublished manuscripts and the voices of
dozens of men, women and children caught in
the crossfire, Childs weaves a thrilling tale of
war and peace, terror and faith, savagery and
civilisation. The Siege of Loyalty House is an
immersive and electrifying account of a defining
episode in a war that would turn Britain - and
the world - upside down. __________ 'Brilliant.
Original. Gripping.' Antonia Fraser 'Beautifully
written and gripping from first page to last. A
sparkling book by one of the UK's finest
historians' Peter Frankopan 'The Siege of
Loyalty House is not only deeply researched.
Childs has composed a wonderfully poetic
narrative and adds a touch of the gothic' The
Times 'Successfully brings the ghastliness of the
period to life, dramatically, vividly and with
pathos' Charles Spencer, Spectator
The Anarchy - Teresa Cole 2019-07-15
The bitter civil war for the English throne, which
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drew in Scotland and Normandy, when a
princess's rightful throne was seized by her male
cousin, and plunged England into 'the Anarchy'.
The Brothers York - Thomas Penn 2020-06-16
Vicious battles, powerful monarchs, and royal
intrigue abound in this “gripping, complex, and
sensational” (Hilary Mantel) true story of the
War of the Roses—a struggle among three
brothers, two of whom became kings, and the
inspiration for Shakespeare’s Richard III. In
15th-century England, two royal families, the
House of York and the House of Lancaster,
fought a bitter, decades-long civil war for the
English throne. As their symbols were a red rose
for Lancaster and a white rose for York, the
conflict became known as the War of the Roses.
During this time, the house of York came to
dominate England. At its heart were three
charismatic brothers–King Edward IV, and his
two younger siblings George and Richard—who
became the figureheads of a spectacular ruling
dynasty. Together, they looked invincible. But
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

with Edward’s ascendancy, the brothers began
to turn on one another, unleashing a
catastrophic chain of rebellion, vendetta,
fratricide, usurpation, and regicide. The brutal
end came at Bosworth Field in 1485, with the
death of the youngest, then Richard III, at the
hands of a new usurper, Henry Tudor, later
Henry VII, progenitor of the Tudor line of
monarchs. The Brothers York recounts a conflict
that fractured England for a generation “with
masterly skill” (The Wall Street Journal) in which
“the tragedy and brutality of the Wars of the
Roses jumps out from every page” (Financial
Times). As gripping as any historical fiction,
Thomas Penn paints “a dramatic portrait of 15thcentury England…[and] brings keen
understanding and a sharp eye for detail to his
prodigiously researched, engrossing history of
the decades-long fight between Lancaster and
York” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review).
The Reign of King Stephen - David Crouch
2014-06-06
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At last: an authoritative, up to date account of
the troubled reign of King Stephen, by a leading
scholar of the Anglo-Norman world. David
Crouch covers every aspect of the period - the
king and the empress, the aristocracy, the
Church, government and the nation at large. He
also looks at the wider dimensions of the story,
in Scotland, Wales, Normandy and elsewhere.
The result (weaving its discussions around a
vigorous narrative core) is a a work of major
scholarship. A must for specialist and amateur
medievalists alike.
King Stephen and the Anarchy - Chris Peers
2018-02
"The Anarchy, the protracted struggle between
Stephen of Blois andf the Empress Matilda for
the English crown between 1135 and 1154, is
often seen as a disastrous breakdown of one of
the best-governed kingdoms of medieval Europe.
But perhaps the impact of the conflict has been
overstated, and its effect on the common people
across the country is hard to judge. ... Kingship
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

in England and the quarrel over the succession
are reconsidered, together with the contrasting
claims and charactesr and the principal
protagonists. Anglo-Scottish and Anglo-Welsh
relations are an essential part of the story, as is
the response of the Church and the wider
population to the collapse of central authority.
There is a close analysis of the purely military
side of events. The influence of the [Crusades],
the relative importance of mounted knights,
infantry and archers, the use of mercenaries, the
evolution of armour and the strengths and
weaknesses of English, Welsh and Scottish
fighting methods."--Book jacket.
Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine - Matthew
Lewis 2020-11-15
The powerful medieval couple who formed an
empire beyond England, and whose children
included Richard the Lionheart and King John.
The Anarchy - Oliver Hamilton Creighton 2016
The first ever archaeologically based study of
the turbulent period of English history often
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known as the 'Anarchy' of King Stephen's reign
in the mid-twelfth century, covering battlefields
and conflict landscapes, arms, armour and
material culture, fortifications and the church.
Genghis Khan and the Mongol War Machine Chris Peers 2015-03-31
As a soldier and general, statesman and empirebuilder, Genghis Khan is an almost legendary
figure. His remarkable achievements and his
ruthless methods have given rise to a sinister
reputation. As Chris Peers shows, in this concise
and authoritative study, he possessed
exceptional gifts as a leader and manager of
men - he ranks among the greatest military
commanders - but he can only be properly
understood in terms of the Mongol society and
traditions he was born into. So the military and
cultural background of the Mongols, and the
nature of steppe societies and their armies, are
major themes of his book. He looks in detail at
the military skills, tactics and ethos of the
Mongol soldiers, and at the advantages and
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

disadvantages they had in combat with the
soldiers of more settled societies. His book offers
a fascinating fresh perspective on Genghis Khan
the man and on the armies he led.
The Noma Guide to Fermentation - René
Redzepi 2018-10-16
New York Times Bestseller A New York Times
Best Cookbook of Fall 2018 “An indispensable
manual for home cooks and pro chefs.” —Wired
At Noma—four times named the world’s best
restaurant—every dish includes some form of
fermentation, whether it’s a bright hit of
vinegar, a deeply savory miso, an electrifying
drop of garum, or the sweet intensity of black
garlic. Fermentation is one of the foundations
behind Noma’s extraordinary flavor profiles.
Now René Redzepi, chef and co-owner of Noma,
and David Zilber, the chef who runs the
restaurant’s acclaimed fermentation lab, share
never-before-revealed techniques to creating
Noma’s extensive pantry of ferments. And they
do so with a book conceived specifically to share
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their knowledge and techniques with home
cooks. With more than 500 step-by-step
photographs and illustrations, and with every
recipe approachably written and meticulously
tested, The Noma Guide to Fermentation takes
readers far beyond the typical kimchi and
sauerkraut to include koji, kombuchas, shoyus,
misos, lacto-ferments, vinegars, garums, and
black fruits and vegetables. And—perhaps even
more important—it shows how to use these
game-changing pantry ingredients in more than
100 original recipes. Fermentation is already
building as the most significant new direction in
food (and health). With The Noma Guide to
Fermentation, it’s about to be taken to a whole
new level.
Ladies of Magna Carta - Sharon Bennett
Connolly 2020-05-30
An original and innovative new approach to the
history of Magna Carta, Ladies of Magna Carta
examines the impact and influence that women
had on the Baron’s Rebellion and the production
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

of the Magna Carta. Magna Carta clause 39: No
man shall be taken, imprisoned, outlawed,
banished or in any way destroyed, nor will we
proceed against or prosecute him, except by the
lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the
land. This clause in Magna Carta was in
response to the appalling imprisonment and
starvation of Matilda de Braose, the wife of one
of King John’s barons. Matilda was not the only
woman who influenced, or was influenced by,
the 1215 Charter of Liberties, now known as
Magna Carta. Women from many of the great
families of England were affected by the farreaching legacy of Magna Carta, from their
experiences in the civil war and as hostages, to
calling on its use to protect their property and
rights as widows. Ladies of Magna Carta looks
into the relationships – through marriage and
blood – of the various noble families and how
they were affected by the Barons’ Wars, Magna
Carta and its aftermath; the bonds that were
formed and those that were broken. Including
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the royal families of England and Scotland, the
Marshals, the Warennes, the Braoses and more,
Ladies of Magna Carta focuses on the roles
played by the women of the great families whose
influences and experiences have reached far
beyond the thirteenth century.
The Medieval Anarchy: History in an Hour Kaye Jones 2012-08-02
Love history? Know your stuff with History in an
Hour.
Offa and the Mercian Wars - Chris Peers
2012-10-24
In England in the eighth century, in the midst of
the so-called Dark Ages, Offa ruled Mercia, one
of the strongest Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. For over
30 years he was the dominant warlord in the
territory south of the Humber and the driving
force behind the expansion of Mercias power.
During that turbulent period he commanded
Mercian armies in their struggle against the
neighboring kingdoms of Northumbria and
Wessex and against the Welsh tribes. Yet the
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

true story of Offas long reign and of the rise and
fall of Mercia are little known although this is
one of the most intriguing episodes in this littlerecorded phase of Englands past. It is Chris
Peerss task in this new study to uncover the
facts about Offa and the other Mercian kings
and to set them in the context of English history
before the coming of the Danes.
When Christ and His Saints Slept - Sharon Kay
Penman 2010-04-01
In When Christ and His Saints Slept master
storyteller and historian Sharon Kay Penman
illuminates one of the lesser-known but
fascinating periods of English history. The next
addition in this highly acclaimed historical
fiction series of the middle ages, and the first of
a trilogy that will tell the story of Henry II and
Eleanor of Aquitaine. When Christ and His
Saints Slept begins with the death of King Henry
I, son of William the Conqueror and father of
Maude, his only living legitimate offspring.
King Stephen - Edmund King 2011-01-18
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This compelling new biography provides the
most authoritative picture yet of King Stephen,
whose reign (1135-1154), with its "nineteen long
winters" of civil war, made his name
synonymous with failed leadership. After years
of work on the sources, Edmund King shows
with rare clarity the strengths and weaknesses
of the monarch. Keeping Stephen at the
forefront of his account, the author also
chronicles the activities of key family members
and associates whose loyal support sustained
Stephen's kingship. In 1135 the popular Stephen
was elected king against the claims of the
empress Matilda and her sons. But by 1153,
Stephen had lost control over Normandy and
other important regions, England had lost
prestige, and the weakened king was forced to
cede his family's right to succession. A rich
narrative covering the drama of a tumultuous
reign, this book focuses well-deserved attention
on a king who lost control of his destiny.
The Empress Matilda - Marjorie Chibnall
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

1993-10-08
This is the first comprehensive and fully
documented study of the Empress Matilda to be
published in English. Much of the serious work
on her life and historical importance has never
been translated from German, and almost all has
concentrated on the years of her struggle with
Stephen for the English crown. This book
examines her career as a whole, including the
years as consort of the Emperor Henry V and as
regent in Normandy for her son Henry II. It
illustrates the problems of female succession in
the early twelfth century, and gives a balanced
assessment of Matilda's character and
achievements in the context of her own times.
Stephen (Penguin Monarchs) - Carl Watkins
2015-08-27
Known as 'the anarchy', the reign of Stephen
(1135-1141) saw England plunged into a civil
war that illuminated the fatal flaw in the
powerful Norman monarchy, that without clear
rules ordering succession, conflict between
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members of William the Conqueror's family were
inevitable. But there was another problem, too:
Stephen himself. With the nobility of England
and Normandy anxious about the prospect of a
world without the tough love of the old king
Henry I, Stephen styled himself a political
panacea, promising strength without oppression.
As external threats and internal resistance to his
rule accumulated, it was a promise he was
unable to keep. Unable to transcend his flawed
claim to the throne, and to make the transition
from nobleman to king, Stephen's actions
betrayed uneasiness in his role, his royal voice
never quite ringing true. The resulting violence
that spread throughout England was not, or not
only, the work of bloodthirsty men on the make.
As Watkins shows in this resonant new portrait,
it arose because great men struggled to navigate
a new and turbulent kind of politics that arose
when the king was in eclipse.
Stephen and Matilda - Jim Bradbury
2011-10-21
king-stephen-and-the-anarchy-civil-war-and-military-tactics-in-twelfth-century-britain

Stephen's reign was one of the darkest periods
of English history. He had promised Henry I that
he would support the king's daughter, Matilda,
as the rightful heir to the English throne, but
when Henry dies in December 1135 he broke his
promise and quickly made himself king. Like
many of the nobles, he was unwilling to yield the
crown to a woman. Civil wars and the battle for
the English Crown dominated his reign, and this
fascinating book examines the conflict between
Stephen and his cousin. The campaigns, battles
and sieges of England's first civil war are
explored, including the two major battles at the
Standard adn Lincoln, which show that Stephen
always held more ground than his opponents and
was mostly on the offensive. The two sides
finally reached a compromise, after 14 years,
with the Treaty of Wallingford - Stephen would
rule unopposed until his death but the throne
would then pass to Henry of Anjou, Matilda's
son. Full of colourful characters, this is a
fascinating story of rivalry for the English throne
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which throws new light on a neglected aspect of
Stephen's reign.
A Coinage of Crisis - Andrew King 1989
The Black Prince and King Jean II of France Peter Hoskins 2020-12-14
What were the essential qualities for a military
commander during the Hundred Years War?
How important were strategic vision, tactical
skill and powers of leadership in medieval
warfare? These are the questions that Peter
Hoskins explores in this perceptive study of the
careers of Edward, the Black Prince who led the
English army to victory at the Battle of Poitiers
and the opponent he defeated, the French King
Jean II. Their contrasting characters and
backgrounds are considered as is the military
tradition of their time, but the primary focus of
the book is a close comparison of their strengths
and weaknesses as soldiers as they were
revealed on campaign and on the battlefield. The
Black Prince was one of the most admired
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generals of his generation, a charismatic leader,
a shrewd tactician and strategist and a decisive
commander. In contrast King Jean was
impulsive, driven more by pride, his sense of
honor and personal objectives than strategic
priorities. When he was put to the ultimate test
at Poitiers he lost control of his army, while the
Black Prince took the initiative personally to
secure victory against the odds. Peter Hoskins
analyses the leadership qualities of the prince
and the king according to the principles of war
enunciated by Sun Tzu and Vegetius as well as
the modern principles of war of the United
Kingdom armed forces. He gives readers a
fascinating insight into the nature of command
and the conduct of war in the Middle Ages.
Henry I (Penguin Monarchs) - Edmund King
2018-07-26
'To be a medieval king was a job of work ... This
was a man who knew how to run a complex
organization. He was England's CEO' The
youngest of William the Conqueror's sons, Henry
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I came to unchallenged power only after two of
his brothers died in strange hunting accidents
and he had imprisoned the other. He was
destined to become one of the greatest of all
medieval monarchs, both through his own
ruthlessness, and through his dynastic legacy.
Edmund King's engrossing portrait shows a
strikingly charismatic, intelligent and fortunate
man, whose rule was looked back on as the real
post-conquest founding of England as a new
realm: wealthy, stable, bureaucratised and selfconfident.
Dark Deceit - Cathie Dunn 2020-05-26
"Ms Dunn brings the era to
life.""captivating...engrossing...highly
recommended"A tale of danger, betrayal and
love in medieval England & NormandyOn his
return from battle at Lincoln, Geoffrey de
Mortagne, undersheriff of Gloucester and spy for
the Empress Matilda, assists a dying knight who
had been ambushed. Promising to look after the
welfare of the knight's only daughter, Geoffrey
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stays at her manor, investigating the murder.
Keen to join the Empress on her progress
through England, he is torn between his oath
and his duty. Left to defend herself and her
manor following her father's murder, Alleyne de
Bellac reluctantly accepts Geoffrey's support.
But as she doesn't trust the taciturn stranger,
she asks Will d'Arques, an old friend of her
father's, for help. But loyalties change, and she
is no longer able to tell truth from lie. Her life in
danger and her inheritance at stake, Alleyne
must decide which man to trust.Discover
England and Normandy divided by a brutal civil
war, where vows are broken as men switch
allegiances between two sides.Dark Deceit is the
first in The Anarchy Trilogy. The second
instalment will be released later in 2020.
Stephen and Matilda's Civil War - Matthew
Lewis 2020-01-19
The story of the twelfth-century rivalry for the
throne between the daughter and the nephew of
Henry I—a battle that tore England apart for
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over a decade. The Anarchy was the first civil
war in post-Conquest England, enduring
throughout the reign of King Stephen between
1135 and 1154. It ultimately brought about the
end of the Norman dynasty and the birth of the
mighty Plantagenet kings. When Henry I died
having lost his only legitimate son in a
shipwreck, his barons had sworn to recognize
his daughter Matilda, widow of the Holy Roman
Emperor, as his heir, and remarried her to
Geoffrey, Count of Anjou. But when she was slow
to move to England upon her father’s death,
Henry’s favorite nephew, Stephen of Blois,
rushed to have himself crowned, much as Henry
himself had done on the death of his brother
William Rufus. Supported by his brother Henry,
Bishop of Winchester, Stephen made a
promising start, but Matilda would not give up
her birthright and tried to hold the English
barons to their oaths. The result was more than
a decade of civil war that saw England split
apart. Empress Matilda is often remembered as
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aloof and high-handed, Stephen as ineffective
and indecisive. By following both sides of the
dispute and seeking to understand their actions
and motivations, Matthew Lewis aims to reach a
more rounded understanding of this crucial
period of English history—and ask to what
extent there really was anarchy.
The Anarchy of King Stephen's Reign Edmund King 1994-09-22
The reign of King Stephen (1135-54) is famous
as a period of weak government, as Stephen and
his rival the Empress Matilda contended for
power. This is a study of medieval kingship at its
most vulnerable. It also shows how individuals
and institutions enabled the monarchy to
survive. A contemporary chronicler described
the reign as "nineteen long winters in which
Christ and his saints were asleep". Historians
today refer to it simply as 'the Anarchy'. The
weakness of government was the result of a
disputed succession. Stephen lost control over
Normandy, the Welsh marches, and much of the
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North. Contemporaries noted as signs of
weakness the tyranny of the lords of castles, and
the break-down of coinage. Stephen remained
king for his lifetime, but leading churchmen and
laymen negotiated a settlement whereby the
crown passed to the Empress's son the future
Henry II. This volume by leading scholars gives
an original and up-to-date analysis of these
major themes, and explains how the English
monarchy was able to survive the Anarchy of
King Stephen's reign.
The Highland Battles - Chris Peers 2020-12-02
An in-depth account of the wars Scotland's
northern and western highlands in the early
Middle Ages, focusing on the rivalries between
the Norse warlords and the early Scottish kings.
The wars fought in Scotland’s northern and
western highlands between the ninth and
fourteenth centuries were a key stage in the
military history of the region, yet they have
rarely been studied in-depth before. Out of this
confused and turbulent period came the more
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settled and familiar history of the region. The
Highlands and islands were controlled by the
kings of Norway or by Norse or Norse-Celtic
warlords, who not only resisted Scottish royal
authority but on occasion seemed likely to
overthrow it. That is why Chris Peers’s
ambitious study is of such value for he provides
a coherent and vivid account of the series of
campaigns and battles that shaped Scotland. The
narrative is structured around a number of
battles – Skitten Moor, Torfness, Tankerness,
Renfrew, Mam Garvia, Clairdon and Dalrigh –
which illustrate phases of the conflict and reveal
the strategies and tactics of the rival chieftains.
Chris Peers explores the international
background to many of these conflicts which had
consequences for Scotland’s relations with
England, Ireland and continental Europe. At the
same time he considers to what extent the
fighting methods of the time survived into the
post-medieval period.
Lady of the English - Elizabeth Chadwick
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2011-09-01
From USA Today bestselling author Elizabeth
Chadwick comes a gripping, never-before-told,
medieval battle of the sexes Matilda, daughter of
Henry I, knows that there are those who will not
accept her as England's queen when her father
dies. But the men who support her rival, and
cousin, Stephen do not know the iron will that
drives her. She will win her inheritance against
all odds, and despite all men. Adeliza, Henry's
widowed queen and Matilda's stepmother, is
now married to William D'Albini, a warrior who
is fighting to keep Matilda off the throne. But
Adeliza, born with a strength that can sustain
her through heartrending pain, knows that the
crown belongs to a woman this time. Both
women will stand and fight for what they know is
right. But for Matilda, pride comes before a fall.
And for Adeliza, even the deepest love is no
proof against fate. Written with vivid detail and
great historical accuracy, Lady of the English is
a captivating historical novel of Medieval
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England. Fans of Philippa Gregory, Alison Weir,
Sharon Kay Penman, and Bernard Cornwall will
be spellbound by this well-crafted story of Henry
I's daughter, his widow, and their alliance and
perseverance as they fight for the rightful heir to
the crown-a woman! More Medieval Historical
Fiction Titles from Elizabeth Chadwick: The
Greatest Knight-the seldom told story of the
Greatest Knight of the Middle Ages The Summer
Queen a novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine To Defy a
King-the story of a noble woman in a tyrant's
world What readers are saying about Lady of the
English "Great historical details and worldbuilding combined with out-of-this-world
characterization." "Everything about this story
was compelling, and though it was a long book
of 514 pages, I enjoyed every word." "I was from
the start deeply immersed into the lives and
politics of the times." "As absorbing as a thriller
and full of fascinating historical detail." What
reviewers are saying about Lady of the English
"Lady of the English is a riveting historical
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fiction novel with thrilling drama and characters
that fairly leap off of the page."-Laura's Reviews
"A detailed and very readable medieval era novel
full of political intrigue and fascinating
depictions of the people surrounding the throne
of England."-Historical-Fiction.com "The story is
vividly described with a depth of historical detail
that is rarely matched by other novelists in the
genre."-Historical Novel Review Blog What
people are saying about bestselling author
Elizabeth Chadwick "A star back in Britain,
Elizabeth Chadwick is finally getting the
attention she deserves here." USA Today
"Elizabeth Chadwick is to Medieval England
what Philippa Gregory is to the Tudors and the
Stuarts, and Bernard Cornwall to the Dark
Ages."-Books Monthly, UK "The best writer of
medieval fiction currently around." -Historical
Novels Review "Chadwick is an icon for the
historical fiction community for her ability to
create a believable and passionate story based
around major events of the era."-The Burton
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Review "Breathing life into historical personages
is hallmark Chadwick."-RT Book Reviews
"Picking up an Elizabeth Chadwick novel is like
having a Bentley draw up at your door: you know
you are in for a sumptuous ride." Daily
Telegraph
King of the North Wind: The Life of Henry II
in Five Acts - Claudia Gold 2018-07-12
Henry II conquered the largest empire of any
English medieval king. Yet it is the people
around him we remember: his wife Eleanor,
whom he seduced from the French king; his son
Richard the Lionheart; Thomas Becket,
murdered in his cathedral. Who was this great,
yet tragic king? For fans of Dan Jones, George
RR Martin and Bernard Cornwell.
Queens of the Conquest - Alison Weir
2017-09-26
In the first volume of an exciting new series,
bestselling author Alison Weir brings the
dramatic reigns of England’s medieval queens to
life. The lives of England’s medieval queens
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were packed with incident—love, intrigue,
betrayal, adultery, and warfare—but their stories
have been largely obscured by centuries of myth
and omission. Now esteemed biographer Alison
Weir provides a fresh perspective and restores
these women to their rightful place in history.
Spanning the years from the Norman conquest
in 1066 to the dawn of a new era in 1154, when
Henry II succeeded to the throne and Eleanor of
Aquitaine, the first Plantagenet queen, was
crowned, this epic book brings to vivid life five
women, including: Matilda of Flanders, wife of
William the Conqueror, the first Norman king;
Matilda of Scotland, revered as “the common
mother of all England”; and Empress Maud,
England’s first female ruler, whose son King
Henry II would go on to found the Plantagenet
dynasty. More than those who came before or
after them, these Norman consorts were
recognized as equal sharers in sovereignty.
Without the support of their wives, the Norman
kings could not have ruled their disparate
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dominions as effectively. Drawing from the most
reliable contemporary sources, Weir skillfully
strips away centuries of romantic lore to share a
balanced and authentic take on the importance
of these female monarchs. What emerges is a
seamless royal saga, an all-encompassing
portrait of English medieval queenship, and a
sweeping panorama of British history. Praise for
Queens of the Conquest “Best-selling author
[Alison] Weir pens another readable, wellresearched English history, the first in a
proposed four-volume series on England’s
medieval queens. . . . Weir’s research skills and
storytelling ability combine beautifully to tell a
fascinating story supported by excellent
historical research. Fans of her fiction and
nonfiction will enjoy this latest work.”—Library
Journal (starred review) “Another sound feminist
resurrection by a seasoned historian . . . Though
Norman queens were largely unknowable, leave
it to this prolific historical biographer to bring
them to life. . . . As usual, Weir is meticulous in
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her research.”—Kirkus Reviews
Matilda - Catherine Hanley 2019-04-23
A life of Matilda--empress, skilled military
leader, and one of the greatest figures of the
English Middle Ages Matilda was a daughter,
wife, and mother. But she was also empress, heir
to the English crown--the first woman ever to
hold the position--and an able military general.
This new biography explores Matilda's
achievements as military and political leader,
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and sets her life and career in full context.
Catherine Hanley provides fresh insight into
Matilda's campaign to claim the title of queen,
her approach to allied kingdoms and rival rulers,
and her role in the succession crisis. Hanley
highlights how Matilda fought for the throne,
and argues that although she never sat on it
herself her reward was to see her son become
king. Extraordinarily, her line has continued
through every single monarch of England or
Britain from that time to the present day.
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